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Triathlon for the Every Female is a hilarious and informative read--full of expert advice, training
suggestions, and stories to turn a tired, busy girl into a tired, busy woman TRIATHLETE--zero
matter her size, form, age or place in lifestyle. Meredith Atwood, an overweight and overworked
wife, mother and attorney, went from the sofa to the finish of a half Ironman triathlon in just a
little over a year. Also for those lacking in time, motivation or hope, Triathlon for the Every Girl
will turn everything around and make any female a believer. The reserve will inspire and
entertain-- and also have even the busiest of ladies taking on the task of swimming, biking and
running. In addition, the book contains comical accounts of battling the level and the balancing
work of training with a spouse, children and a full-time work. Her book, full of contributions from
expert instructors, nutritionists and athletes, requires the reader through the disciplines of
swimming, biking and working.
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Fun, if a little bit long, read This book is a training and race memoir with a bit of cheerleading
thrown in. The balance between the two works for the initial two-thirds of the reserve, and I
wanted much less of Atwood's perform by plays of her races. For instance, I'm uncertain I cared
an excessive amount of about the four races she ran in the work up to her first half Ironman
competition.I don't follow Atwood's Swim Bike Mom blog, so this was my first introduction to
her composing style. However, Atwood spends so much time hating herself, mentioning her
pounds and how much she is disappointed by her existence that it produced the reserve difficult
to get through... something else.but it wasn't for me as someone who wants to stick to shorter
distances. Lots of basic conditions are covered, but mainly it's about Meredith, the author, and
her trip to end up being an IronMan. However, after the experts's roundtable portion of the
reserve, it's all Atwood, constantly, and that is when I became discouraged with the book.We
wasn't sure why We was being told the story of four races in four weekends before the big race
by the end. What was the point? Who can't use just a little motivation and inspiration, ideal?
That she sensed both ready and unprepared for the forthcoming competition? To hear just one
more tale of panic in the water or a disagreement with her spouse? It was more of the same
she'd written before, without adding to the overall.. Don't get a new bike or a fresh diet. I
experienced it didn't tie in along with it might have, but it's possible to take pleasure from the
detour.Actually fifty percent way through the book I scouted the Internets for a Tri and hit the
"Submit Payment" button. when Meredith writes that her coach informed her to split her workout
routines, and she responds that that's not going to happen, provided her busy routine, I laughed,
because my trainer said a similar thing, and I thought the same thing! Entertaining and
Informative. I found this book to end up being very entertaining in addition to informative.
There's a term from her coach and others she met along the way.) To be fair, Atwood does an
excellent job attracting other voices to speak about various aspects of schooling and racing. It
really is such an open and honest publication about what lifestyle as a married mom with a full
time job, balancing period for herself, is REALLY about. I appreciate all her guidelines, and while
I might not perform EVERYTHING she suggests, I'll certainly be thinking and planning ahead.
Thank goodness for the other voices taking part in this reserve, their anacdotes were a lot more
pleasant. Train the way you race. Do not get new clothes or especially new sneakers. (Your
mileage may vary, of course. Not stating that you can't obtain new stuff, not on race day (or the
day before). Toss in a relationship, children and a complete time job and it's rather a recipe for
disaster. Like the way she and her husband experienced tiffs or full blown arguments during
schooling. Training could be stressful.I enjoyed how real the tales in this reserve are. Meredith
talks truthfully about how she and her hubby, a.We cannot recommend this publication enough
to anyone who is hoping to get into triathlon, or just looking to get into form.. I think this is the
case with a whole lot of bloggers-turned-authors. I wouldn't state that it's an exercise guide, but
definitely a guide into the globe of triathlon.I like how she didn't state to have all the info, but
just wanted to share and permit other women know that they too could be triathletes. In case
you are a newbie looking to execute a full Ironman, you'll get great tidbits out of the. And you
too. Entertaining, inspirational, educational It took me weeks to finish scanning this after my
early morning swim schooling, before bed until I couldn't keep my eyes open anymore, and
while riding my spin bike at home, but now that I have come to the "review this book" portion of
the Kindle app, Personally i think both inspired and embarrassed that I've made or am building
the same errors Meredith has - hahah! This crazy reserve makes me believe that even *I* can do
this stuff! But hey, I get yourself a free tree. :-)Thanks a lot for putting it straight that people can
all find period to fit exercise into our hectic daily schedules, or even a half Ironman. 5k today,



sprint triathlon in per month and a half... and who knows what's next.) However in reality Swim
Bike Mom proves she actually is super human in her own way and units out to conquer mind-
over matter as she will go from 5K to short-length Tri's to a Half Ironman length in a yr, dolling
out valuable information to those of us aspiring to consider the Triathlon problem, too. This
publication is filled with honesty and wit, combined with the actuality of life - raising children,
being a wife, having a miserable profession, and a husband who's helping and accepting. I didn't
appreciate how it was split up into two parts and wished she could have written it where
everything flowed together. I write short evaluations (or none in all), but this book is AMAZING!!
This book is crucial read for anyone who wants to execute a triathlon but thinks they can't
because they are too fat, too old or even to whatever!.a the "Expert," get through it all. I would
skip the end entirely. Meredith Atwood is a good role model, mentor and cheer leader!k. And it is
one hilarious, however inspiring, journey. She does not sugarcoat, and I must say i had the
sensation of her struggles, a lot of which have been mine, and the ones of anyone who is trying
to balance their personal requirements with those of their beloved family. This book is actually a
blessing or a curse. Talk to me once I've completed my Tri. Thanks to Meredith Atwood on her
behalf often-hilarious insight in to the spark that drove her to becoming a "Triathlete" and the
trip that takes place.Just as much as We admire Chrissie Wellington, and appearance forwards
to reading her book someday, the whole concept of taking the first rung on the ladder toward
signing up for a Tri, irrespective of distance, is even more in reach when reading in regards to a
person not really considered a "super-human alien". (You know, those wiry people that run a half
marathon in one-one fourth of the time it takes you (or me) to complete the same range. And to
think about 10 years ago I read, "Slow, fat triathlete" rather than imagined getting serious about
it.)On balance, this is most likely a book I'd read again, but only the first 1/2-2/3. I particularly
loved the commentary from different coaches and pros and picked up a whole lot of great tips.
Covers it all! Reading Triathlon for the Every Girl helped me to see the potential in myself easily
only tried. A great book for the novice - it answered the questions I haven't dared (or thought) to
ask. Yes, I can. Mediocre As a beginner triathlete myself, I picked up this book because I thought
it could be a gentle reminder to continue although I don't look like a triathlete. Funny and
Helpful! Her Blog IS PREFERABLE TO Her Book She is an extremely funny, witty writer but I
enjoyed her blog posts better than her book. She also brings in some outside experts too.
Writing a reserve is a whole different beast. EASILY could give 6 or 7 stars, I'd! The book has
some good advice and I usually love her self-depreciation and snarkiness. Yep, even me... (I wish
I understood what that another thing was. I'd definately recommend her blog over the
publication (although she appears to have switched her blog into more of a business, and
Personally i think like she's dropped a lot of her genuineness. Just a little less "true" and a little
more like she's chasing the almighty $$). Instead of getting a glimpse at what it really is like to
be a beginner triathlete I got a memoir in regards to a girl that hates herself and is using
triathlon to fix it. Five Stars Very helpful for a minimally athletic newbie. This book, and Meredith
motivated me using one of the very most satisfying journeys of my entire life. Honest,
thoughtful, comprehensive, humorous, and inspirational! Simply keep moving forward. This
book breaks down all of the myths of triathlons and assists one to see the athlete in
themselves.Thanks Meredith, love it!Despite the fact that I had already started my triathlon
journey (as a transition from just running) to celebrate my upcoming 40th birthday, she provided
a whole lot of actually useful resources, details, and simply plain funny (because it is indeed
true) commentary. I am so grateful that my first google search hit this publication because I am
a permanently changed person. Meredith can be incredibly honest and very detailed in her



discussion of the sport of triathlon. Many thanks Meredith! Yes, me. And spot on. While there
are a few years (and Ironmans) between the publication and my reading of the blog, reading the
book really shaded my reading of her blog. I'll.. While I enjoy her efforts to keep it real, after 200
pages, I wanted to invest less period with Meredith becoming Meredith, and additional time
reading about. Awesome, inspiring Amazing, inspiring, and funny. If you ever considered
Triathlons, or any physical problem, but think you can't, YOU CAN!I assume the most
memorable tip I took from the book is never to, ever switch anything on race time. It's funny and
encouraging and yes it has tons of great info about devices and terminology for newbies! As an
aside, there were many helpful websites detailed for the feminine triathlete and solid
information sprinkled in, it had been simply lost in the sea of repeated mentions of fatness and
solely doubt. Must read for new women triathletes Great publication for a newbie triathlete! I am
a Triathlete! My desire to get one of these Tri was already there but Swim Bicycle Mom's trip
inspired me to make the leap of faith and commit. I found the chapter on nutrition really useful,
and I look forward to downloading the free of charge sprint triathlon plans from her website.
Occasionally the personal commentary could be a bit much, but I simply skimmed those parts to
get to the good info. Which is the book for you personally! Toward the end, I came across myself
thinking that Atwood was as well clumsy, slow and huge to take serious and didn't end the
book. This is supposed to be "rest week" in my triathlon training but tonight I'm performing my
1st 5k race - an advantage for an arboretum to celebrate Arbor Day.! To reiterate again that
Atwood feels fat? EASILY did a very important factor today, I possibly could do more
tomorrow...suck it up buttercup. The reviews skewed therefore positive that I believed I found
myself in the proper place. There's a complete interlude with a personal injury that felt more
appropriate for the blog than the book as well. Additionally it is applicable for men, too.
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